Privacy Statement

The Meijers Committee is a controller according to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). That entails that the Meijers Committee determines which data are being processed and the purposes and means of the processing of personal data. The Meijers Committee is responsible for the processing of your personal data in conformity with the GDPR and in ensuring that your data are processed in orderly and careful way. The Meijers Committee does not share your data with third parties.

**Personal data**

The Meijers Committee processes personal data conforming article 4 (1) GDPR. ‘Personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’).

**Purpose of processing personal data**

The Meijers Committee processes personal data for three goals:

(i) Correspondence

The Meijers Committee processes personal data (names, e-mail addresses, phone numbers and addresses) to be able to communicate and call with people, who, for example, contact Meijers Committee through phone, email or website.

(ii) Newsletters (comments)

The Commissie Meijers processes personal data (name and email address) of people who consented to receive our newsletters through email.

(iii) Website maintenance

The Meijers Committee stores (temporary) IP- addresses of website visitors for a period of three weeks. The Committee stores the IP addresses to be able to see if the website functions properly and for the security of the website.

The visits to the website are saved in logfiles. The hosting of the website is done by Your Hosting on basis of a contract according to art 28 (3) of the GDPR.

**The basis of processing**

The Meijers Committee has to base the use of your personal data on one of the conditions of article 6 ‘Lawfulness of processing’
For purpose number (i), correspondence, the Meijers Committee is basing the processing on article 6 (1) (f) of the GDPR: the legitimate interest. It is in the interest of the Committee to be able to correspond with people.

For purpose number (ii), newsletters the Meijers Committee bases the processing on legal ground as described in article 6 (1) (a) of the GDPR. The consent is in conformity with article 7 of the GDPR. Everyone can give consent to the Meijers Committee and the Committee points the person to his or her right to withdraw consent at any time.

For purpose (iii), website maintenance, the Meijers Committee bases on article 6 (1)(f) of the GDPR. The Meijers Committee has legitimate interest to store some data temporary, to be able to determine if the website functions properly.

**Security of personal data**

The Meijers Committee is ensuring proper security of personal data that it controls, in the line with the current laws and guidelines.

**Data retention**

The Meijers Committee saves personal data no longer than necessary for the purpose of data processing.

**Rights of the data subject**

You have the right to obtain confirmation as to whether or not your personal data are being processed (article 15). If you wish to know which data the Meijers Committee has stored you can submit a written request. The Meijers Committee will handle your request within a reasonable time.

In case it appears that your data are incorrect, incomplete or irrelevant you can file a request to have your data corrected or completed (article 16 GDPR).

In certain cases, you can request deletion or erasure of your data (article 17 GDPR).

Also, you can request restriction of processing or object to that (article 18 en 21 GDPR).

Please notice that your requests can be submitted through the following email address post@commissie-meijers.nl or through mail to:

Commissie Meijers
Surinameplein 124
1058 GV Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Cookies, Javascript

Cookies are being placed on the computer of a visitor of the Committee’s website and Javascript is used, for the proper functioning of the website.

About Meijers Committee

The Meijers Committee is an independent group of legal experts advising in the area’s of European asylum, migration, privacy, non-discrimination and institutional law. The daily workings of the Committee are supervised by the Chairman and the two Vice-chairman. The Committee is being supported by several civil organisations, including Foundation for Migration Law Netherlands. The Foundation has a statuary obligation to support the Meijers Committee and offers other practical support. De Meijers Committee carries its own financial responsibility.

Contact

In case you have any questions about the privacy statement or how the Meijers Committee processes your personal date, you can contact us via: post@commissie-meijers.nl.
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